Note: * denotes color side.
Note: * denotes color side.
Vertical Panel

1/2" Plywood (min.)

Interior Finish

Insulation

Water and Air Resistive Barrier

Support Z

Painted Pop Rivet (Stainless Steel)

Versa-Seam Panel

#10 x 1" Wafer Head Fastener

Receiver Extrusion for Flush Transition Cover

Flush Transition Cover Extrusion

Note: * denotes color side.

MAY902 - Receiver Extrusion for Flush Transition Cover

MAY102 - Flush Transition Cover Extrusion
Vertical Panel

Note: * denotes color side.

- Interior Finish
- Insulation
- 1/2" Plywood (min.)
- Membrane Strip
- #10 x 1" Wafer Head Fastener
- Versa-Seam Panel
- Water and Air Resistive Barrier
- Elite Head Trim
- Backer Rod and Sealant
- Window

**Versa-Seam Elite Head Detail**

- 1 1/4"
- 3"
- 3"
- 2"
- 1 1/4"
Vertical Panel

Window
Backer Rod and Sealant
Receiver Extrusion for Jamb Cover
#10 x 1" Wafer Head Fastener
Jamb Cover Extrusion
Support Z
Painted Pop Rivet (Stainless Steel)
Water and Air Resistive Barrier
1/2" Plywood (min.)
Insulation
Versa-Seam Panel

Note: * denotes color side.
Vertical Panel

- Interior Finish
- Insulation
- 1/2" Plywood (min.)
- Water and Air Resistive Barrier

**Note:** * denotes color side.

**Versa-Seam Extruded Reveal Detail**

- Support Z
- Painted Pop Rivet (Stainless Steel)
- Angle Trim
- Transition Cover Extrusion with Reveal
- Receiver Extrusion for Reveal Cover

**Materials**

- Versa-Seam Panel
- 1 5/8"
- 1"
- 7/8"
- 2 1/2"
- 1"
- 5"
- MCA680 - Angle Trim

**Dimensions**

- 7/8"
Note: * denotes color side.

Window
Backer Rod and Sealant
Receiver Extrusion for Jamb Cover
Jamb Cover Extrusion
#10 x 1" Wafer Head Fastener
Water and Air Resistive Barrier
1/2" Plywood (min.)
Insulation
Versa-Seam Panel
Interior Finish

Receiver Extrusion for Jamb Cover

Jamb Cover

3"  2"  1"

7/16"  2"